Li 2 S0 4 has a well defined high-conducting fee phase in the temperature range 577-860 °C, and LiNaS0 4 a bcc phase in the range of 518-614 °C. Both salts were studied in polarised light during sequences going from melt, through the cubic phase into the "room temperature" phase, and back to the cubic phase. The two cubic sulphate phases are compared with organic plastic rotator phases, especially regarding the formation of vapour snakes.
Introduction
Already in 1957 it was found that strong rotational oscillations must be expected for the high temperature modification of Li 2 S0 4 (557-860°C) [1] . In 1962 alternative models for the spatial orientation of the sulphate ions [2] were presented, and it was concluded from space considerations that the motion of the sulphate ions must be strongly coupled. Neutron powder diffraction studies in [3] [4] [5] showed that spherically symmetric sulphate ions are involved and confirmed the cubic framework of these ions. A single crystal neutron diffraction study of Li 2 S0 4 gave much more detailed information concerning the cubic lattice and cation transport in Li 2 S0 4 [6] . Brillouin and Raman scattering [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] also show clear indications of rotation or rotational vibrations of the sulphate ions.
Rotator Phases and Plastic Crystals
Studies of the rheological properties [12] of Li 2 S0 4 have shown a resemblance to a group of organic materials called plastic crystals with properties similar to ideal crystals as well as liquids. These wax-like solids are normally optically isotrope. According to X-ray and neutron diffraction studies most of these crystalline materials have cubic structures. As a rule, the symmetry length of the crystal lattice is larger than the Reprint requests to R. Tärneberg. diameter of the molecules, which gives them enough space to rotate or oscillate in such "rotator phases" [13, 14] .
The heat of melting AH m is normally much larger than the enthalpy of any solid-solid phase transition AH t . However, plastic crystals often have a larger latent heat for the solid-solid phase transition than for melting, see Table 1 .
The two high-temperature phases of LiNaS0 4 and LiAgS0 4 have the same crystal structure, their ion transport properties are similar [15, 16] as well as their solid-solid transition enthalpies AH, [17] , see Table 1 , and their enthalpies of melting AH m .
A number of diffusion studies have been performed for organic plastic crystals [18] as well as for the sulphates [19] . Molecules diffuse in the first case while ions diffuse in the sulphates. In both cases the diffusion rates are higher and the activation energies lower than in "non-plastic" phases. Thus, for plastic cyclohexane the diffusion coefficient D is 10" 7 cm 2 /s at the melting point (7°C) while D is often of the order of 10"
11 cm 2 /s for other organic solids. In the sulphate rotator phases they are of the order of 10" 5 cm 2 /s [19] .
Another characteristic for plastic crystals is the phenomenon of forming a vapour snake [13, 14, 20] , When a sample is cooled from the melt, the small solidification enthalpy causes a quick crystallisation at the surface, where a crust of crystals is formed. Crystals are also formed along the cell walls. The thermal contraction will create a low-pressure bubble in the centre of the sample, underneath the crust. Evaporation will cause a local cooling of the substance and the crystallisation continues round the bubble. The crust will finally break and form a vertical funnel with small horizontal cracks in the centre of the salt column. To complete the comparison between the plastic crystals and the two sulphates, the formation of vapour snakes in Li 2 S0 4 and LiNaS0 4 will now be studied.
Experimental
A furnace with two opposite glass windows was used. Two polaroid filters were mounted with perpendicular polarisation planes on either side of the furnace. The polarised light from the first filter was blackened out by the second filter. Only the glow from the 0932-0784 / 96 / 1000-1157 $ 06.00 © -Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, D-72072 Tübingen Notiz furnace enlightened the sample. In order to study the crystallisation process, the salt was first melted and then the temperature was lowered, passing the meltsolid temperature and the solid-solid transition temperature. The furnace was then switched on again and the temperature was raised to the vicinity of the melting point. Pictures were taken at every 50 °C or when a change in the crystal was seen. Figure 1 A shows a sample of molten LiNaS0 4 at 900 °C. The polarised light is unaffected by the sample. Figure 1 B shows the same sample at 600 °C. The salt is now in the bcc phase. Small crystals have formed at the surface and are seen as a glow. The small spots are frozen air bubbles and the funnel in the centre is a vapour snake. Obviously, the cubic phase has no effect on the polarisation.
Results and Discussions
If the solidified sample was cooled slowly, the salt remained completely transparent (with exception of occasional tiny air bubbles) all the way down to the solid-solid phase transition, where it became opaque due to the formation of crystallites. Usually the tube cracked, see Fig. 2 , but it did not fall apart if the salt column was reheated to the melting point. There were no visible changes at the phase transition, and the salt remained opaque until it started to melt.
Thus, one can distinguish between two states of the cubic sulphate: transparent or opaque, depending on the prehistory. It is obvious that the transparent mode is neither a single crystal nor amorphous. Instead, the plastic character allows gradual changes of the orien- tation of the crystal axes while the salt solidifies. However, once grain boundaries are formed, they remain until the melting point is reached. It is likely that a vapour snake is formed if the cubic phase is cooled quickly. Figures 3 A-3C show the formation of a vapour snake in LiNaS0 4 . The crystallisation starts at the surface of the sample, Fig. 3 A, it  grows, Fig. 3 B, and a small vertical funnel with horizontal cracks in all directions is formed in the middle of the column, Figure 3 C. The sample remains homogenous and transparent except near the vapour snake.
The tendency to form vapour snakes is much stronger in LiNaS0 4 than in Li 2 S0 4 . This is expected since the heat of melting is much lower for bcc phases than for fee phases, see Table 1 . Of course, the formation is dependent on the heat transfer to the surroundings. Quick cooling immediately causes a vapour snake. We have found that if the cooling rate is rather slow, approx. 1 °C/min, this phenomenon can be avoided. Figure 4 shows a vapour snake in pure Li 2 S0 4 . This formation may occur also in the lower temperature range of the fee phase, due to contraction. Normally the sample remains homogeneous between 860 and 800 °C.
The existence of vapour snakes can influence the results of some types of experiments. I do not expect that this is the case with conductivity measurements where the cooling rate is moderate. It is characteristic for diffusion experiments that the temperature between the melting and the annealing temperature is changed very quickly, which favours the growth of a vapour snake. Furthermore, the disturbances due to a vapour snake is largest in the upper part of the cell. Our diffusion experiments were performed in quartz a b To lower the cooling rate at the melt-solid transition, we found it important to cover the sample with a large steel block in the furnace, which also stabilised the temperature round the sample.
Conclusion
My study has, inter alia, demonstrated a similarity between molecular and ionic plastic phases regarding the occurrence of vapour snakes. Vapour snakes can cause a strong enhancement of the "as-measured" diffusion coefficients in cases where transport along high diffusivity paths is more important than bulk diffusion.
This study has also shown that the grain boundaries do not vanish at the solid-solid transition temperature when the temperature is raised from the solid opaque phase to the cubic phase.
